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Abstract—The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic continues to spread rapidly around the world and nearly 20millions

people are infected. This paper utilises both single-locus analysis and joint-SNPs analysis for detection of significant single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) in the phenotypes of symptomatic versus asymptomatic, the early collection time versus the late collection time,

the old versus the young, and themale versus the female. Also, this paper analyses the relationship between any two SNPs via linkage

disequilibrium analysis, and visualises the patterns of cumulativemutations of SNPs over collection time. The results are in three folds.

First, the SNPwhich locates at the nucleotide position 4321 is found to be an independent significant locus associated with all the first

three phenotypes. Moreover, 12 significant SNPs are found in the first two studies. Second, gene orf1ab containing SNP-4321 is

detected to be significantly associated with the first three phenotypes, and the three genes S, ORF3a, and N, are detected to be

significant in the first two phenotypes. Third, some of the detected genes or SNPs are related to the SARS-COV-2 as supported by

literature survey, which indicates that the results heremay be helpful for further investigation.

Index Terms—COVID-19, detection of mutations, whole genome data, asymptomatic, collection time, age, gender, single-locus analysis,

joint-SNPs analysis, linkage disequilibrium analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN late December 2019, the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) outbreak was identified in Wuhan, China.

Then the virus spreads rapidly in other countries resulting
in a big global concern. The COVID-19 has caused 722,285
deaths and the number of infected patients is 19,462,112 by
August 9, 2020.1 Furthermore, the reproductive number of
COVID-19 is higher compared to severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) coronavirus [1], which indicates that it is
difficult to control the spread of the COVID-19, especially
when the asymptomatic cases exist.

The asymptomatic patients have no clinical symptoms
including fever, cough, fatigue, poor appetite, diarrhea, and
headache at admission [2]. Some might also show normal
CT image [3]. As a result, asymptomatic carriers can only be
identified by laboratory to be positive for severe acute respi-
ratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) through
nucleic acid testing. It has been shown that the asymptom-
atic cases can also be transmission resources, especially in
family clusters [3], [4], [5]. A broadened SARS-CoV-2 testing
including asymptomatic persons has been argued for
effective epidemic prevention [6]. Therefore, it is critically
important to investigate phenotypic factors associated with
COVID-19.

In addition to the phenotype of whether displaying symp-
toms, there is a clear difference in incidence rate betweenmale
and female per 100,000 people (P < 0:001) in COVID-19 [7].
The adjusted case fatality rates (CFR) in male patients (4.45
percent) is three times more than that in female patients (1.25
percent) [7]. Also, various age groups have different clinical
features. The COVID-19 more severely affects older patients
with comorbidities [8]. Patients who are 60 years or older suf-
fer from a much more excessive adjusted CFR of 5.30 percent
[7]. Moreover, the SARS-COV-2 evolves over time and the
time can be regarded as a phenotype as well. The collection
time for SARS-COV-2 refers to the time when the samples
(swab, sputum and so on) are collected. Although the above
studies have beenmade on phenotypes, however, the existing
phenotype-related works are conducted from the perspective
of clinical research, not on the geneticmutations.

Existing efforts on genetic mutations of SARS-COV-2
have beenmade from the aspect of evolution for SARS-COV-
2. After construction of phylogenetic tree which describes
the path through evolutionary time from a common ancestor
to different descendants, all of sequences are divided into
two categories based on the single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) positions 8517 and 27641 [9]. Specifically,
sequences in group 1 have thymine at 8517 and cytosine at
27641 while the sequences in group 2 have cytosine at 8517
and thymine at 27641. The unique SNPs in nsp13, nsp14,
nsp15, nsp16 (present in ORF1b polyprotein region) and S-
Protein were identified in 10 American sequences [10]. The
SNPs at location 8782 (orf1ab: T8517C, synonymous) and
28144 (ORF8: C251T, S84L) show significant linkage disequi-
librium and they can be utilized to classify the 103 sequences
into two groups, i.e., S group and L group [11], where the L
type evolves from the S type. To our best knowledge, there
are still lack of investigations on phenotype-related muta-
tions of SARS-COV-2 based on genomic data.
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In this paper, we present a combined single-locus analy-
sis and joint-SNP analysis to detect significant SNPs associ-
ated with four phenotypes, which are the symptomatic
status versus the asymptomaic status, the early collection
time versus the late collection time, the elder versus the
young, and the male versus the female. We collected 101
genomic sequences of the SARS-COV-2, and the locations of
the hosts are all in Japan. After quality control, we con-
ducted SNP calling procedure. The collection time and age
were binarized according to their median values. To be able
to analyze the SNPs of low minor allele frequency (MAF �
0.05), we also employed the joint-SNPs analysis method by
considering SNPs within a gene as a whole. The P values
were corrected for multiple testings according to the Benja-
mini and Hochberg (BH) procedure [12]. Our analysis pro-
vides a list of significant SNPs for the four phenotypes, and
a part of the list are related to the virus supported by the lit-
erature. Specially, the SNP locating at the nucleotide posi-
tion 4321 is associated with all the first three phenotypes
and there are 12 significant SNPs related to the first two
phenotypes. In the joint-SNVs analysis, We find that gene
orf1ab containing SNP-4321 can be detected to be signifi-
cantly associated with the first three phenotypes, and the
three genes including S, ORF3a, and N are detected signi-
fcant in first two phenotypes. Furthermore, linkage disequi-
librium was done for the correlation between the SNPs, and
mutations of all SNPs over collection time were visualized
to show the cumulative patterns of SNPs over time.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Datasets

The whole-genome sequence data for SARS-COV-2 in Japan
comes from GISAID database2 and we collected 101 sequen-
ces published on April 6, 2020. According to the submission
information, some sequences contain gaps or unknown
nucleotides (denoted by NNNs) when comparing to the ref-
erence sequence. For quality control, the sequences with
gaps or 1.18 percent NNNs were discarded, and 95 sequen-
ces were left. Of the 95 sequences, 67 sequences come from
Diamond Princess cruise ship and 8 sequences belong to the
Nile River cruise ship. The length of sequences ranges from
29,632 to 29,903. The reference sequence (NC_045512) comes
from Genbank3 and its length is 29,903. The details of the 95
sequences are summarized in Table 1.

2.2 SNP Calling Process

We utilized the bwa software (bwa mem) [13] to conduct the
alignment of 95 sequences using NC_045512 as the refer-
ence. Subsequently, the samtools software [14] was used to
convert the sam file into bam file, which is input file format
for bcftools [14]. We used bcftools mpileup to conduct SNP
calling and obtained 76 SNPs. The Indels and mutations on
multiallelic were not taken into account and 74 SNPs were
left. Moreover, 4 SNPs with missing value were not consid-
ered. Finally, the output file of bcftools was converted into
Plink format by vcftools for the following SNP analysis [15].
These SNPs were assigned identifications based on basic

position. For instance, SNP which locates at position 1234 is
named after SNP-1234.

2.3 SNP Analysis

We utilized the Plink software [16] to conduct the quality
control and single locus analysis for SNP. The SNPs which
have missing values were filtered out and 70 high-quality
SNPs were left. Then, the case-control association analysis
was performed by Plink (–assoc). This command is based on
contingency table tests. We assume that the number of
minor alleles in case population is a, the number of minor
alleles in control population is b while c and d is for major
allele in case and control population, respectively. The cor-
responding Chi-square statistic is:

x2 ¼ nðad� bcÞ
ðaþ bÞðaþ cÞðbþ dÞðcþ dÞ ; (1)

where the n ¼ aþ bþ cþ d and the statistic x2 under the
null hypothesis follows a Chi-square distribution with one
degree of freedom. The linkage disequilibrium (LD) plot
representing the linear relationship between any two of
SNPs was produced by Haploview software [17].

Also, we conducted joint-SNPs analysis to take into
account the existence of rare variants. As is known, in uni-
variate hypothesis tests, a test statistic s is derived from the
sample to quantify, within observed data, behaviours that
would distinguish the null hypothesis H0 from the alterna-
tive one. P value is defined as the probability of s equal to
or more extreme than ~s which is the evaluation of s at the
observed data. Different from univariate hypothesis tests,
the multivariate hypothesis tests extend the scale statistic s
into a vector statistic s. Recently proposed in [18], the
boundary-based test (BBT) is an effective multivariate test
method by testing whether a separable plane is existed
between the case population and control population. The
separating plane can be sought in the original data space by
classification methods, or the boundary between rejection
region and acceptance region is ascertained after calculating
the statistics from the original data space. The latter one,
called statistics-space BBT or S-BBT, has been shown to
achieve the strongest detection power compared with other
related methods on the simulation and real-world data in

TABLE 1
Detailed Information of SARS-COV-2-Related Sequence Data

Case Type Num/Time

Symptom
Symptomatic 28
Asymptomatic 58

Unknown 9

Collection Time
Start 2020/1/23
End 2020/3/20

Median 2020/2/16

Age
� 60yrs 12
> 60yrs 8

Unknown 75

Gender
Male 7
Female 13

Unknown 75

2. https://platform.gisaid.org/epi3/frontend#56d9bc
3. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/sars-cov-2-seqs
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our previous works [19], [20], [21]. The advantages of S-BBT
come from tackling two limitations in existing methods, i.e.,
no considerations on either the relationship between the
dimensions or the direction for each component [18], [21].
Thus, we adopt S-BBT as our joint-SNPs analysis method.
An overview of the S-BBT pipeline was given in Fig. 1.

It consists of four major components [18]:

� The test statistic ~s is computed from the observed
data, and then used to determine the rejection domain
Gð~sÞ in the statistics space as follows:

Gð~sÞ ¼ fs : ðs� ~sÞT signð~sÞ > 0g; (2)

where the signðsÞ ¼ ½sign½s1�; . . . ; sign½sm��T with
sign½u� ¼ u

juj andm is the the number of dimensions.
� The P values are calculated by the permutation test

as given by Eq. (65) in [18]. Here, the number of per-
mutation times is set to 1000.

� Principal components analysis (PCA) is employed to
remove the second order cross-dimensional depen-
dence among the vector ~s so that the lattice taxon-
omy of tests can be conducted with different
dimensions of rejection for computing P values [22].

� The posterior version of P values is computed for
reducing background disturbance and it can be
defined as the probability that the false alarm rate of
randomly permuted samples is equal to or smaller
than the one on the original samples (see Eq. (90)�
(93) in [18]).

The S-BBT can be regarded as implementing the multi-
variate hypothesis test via an integration of multiple univar-
iate hypothesis tests so that different dimensions and their
combinations are taken into account. Moreover, both the
scale and direction of the multivariate statistic ~s which indi-
cates the difference between case and control population
are also considered. With these benefits, S-BBT achieves the
strongest detection power compared with other related
methods.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Single Locus Analysis

In this section, we take the symptom, collection time, age
and gender into consideration for the case-control study
and detect significant SNPs. The threshold for significance
is set to 0.05 and we conduct the Benjamini and Hochberg
(BH) correction [12] for reference.

The existence of asymptomatic patients shows that the
clinical symptoms and radiological abnormalities are not
the essential components of SARS-CoV-2 infection, resulting
in difficulty in the detection and isolation of infected cases
[23]. Here, we intend to uncover the SNPs which differenti-
ates the symptomatic or the asymptomatic. The results were
shown in Table 2.

There are 23 significant SNPs (P � 0:05), and 14 out of 23
passes the BH correction (PBH � 0:05). The SNP-11083 (T !
G) which locates at 11083 has the smallest P value. The
SNP-241, SNP-3037 and SNP-14408 share common mutation
patterns (C ! T) and their P values are 1.81E-19. The P
value of SNP-23403 is also 1.81E-19.

The collection time indicates time of onset for patients to
some degree. The sample EPI_ISL_414511 does not have
accurate collection date and we filter it out. The median
date is February 16, 2020. The number of samples collected
until that is 66, and the number is 28 after that. The results
were shown in Table 3. There are 16 significant SNPs
(P � 0:05), 14 out of 16 are still significant after BH correc-
tion for multiple testings (PBH � 0:05). Four SNPs, includ-
ing SNP-241, SNP-3037, SNP-14408, and SNP-23403, have
the smallest P value. Of them, the SNP-241, SNP-3037 and
SNP-14408 share common mutation patterns (C ! T) while
A ! G for SNP-23403. The SNP-28881 and SNP-28882 share
common mutation patterns and their P values are equal to
1.90E-07.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of statistic-space boundary-based test.

TABLE 2
Results of Single Locus Analysis in the Symptomatic

versus Asymptomatic Study

SNP ID Position Minor Major P PBH

SNP-11083 11083 G T 6.56E-22 4.59E-20
SNP-241 241 T C 1.81E-19 6.34E-18
SNP-3037 3037 T C 1.81E-19 4.22E-18
SNP-14408 14408 T C 1.81E-19 3.17E-18
SNP-23403 23403 G A 1.81E-19 2.53E-18
SNP-28881 28881 A G 4.87E-13 5.68E-12
SNP-28882 28882 A G 4.87E-13 4.87E-12
SNP-28883 28883 C G 4.87E-13 4.26E-12
SNP-18877 18877 T C 2.74E-06 2.13E-05
SNP-25563 25563 T G 2.74E-06 1.92E-05
SNP-23248 23248 T C 3.33E-04 2.12E-03
SNP-29635 29635 T C 3.32E-03 1.94E-02
SNP-4321 4321 T C 3.59E-03 1.93E-02
SNP-18656 18656 T C 6.68E-03 3.34E-02
SNP-3025 3025 T G 4.06E-02 1.89E-01
SNP-11557 11557 T G 4.06E-02 1.78E-01
SNP-15324 15324 T C 4.06E-02 1.67E-01
SNP-15907 15907 A G 4.06E-02 1.58E-01
SNP-25810 25810 G C 4.06E-02 1.50E-01
SNP-26642 26642 T C 4.06E-02 1.42E-01
SNP-29227 29227 T G 4.06E-02 1.35E-01
SNP-29229 29229 A G 4.06E-02 1.29E-01
SNP-29303 29303 T C 4.06E-02 1.24E-01
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Both SNP-23403 and SNP-23248 can be detected in con-
sidering symptom and collection time and they locate in
Spike (S) gene. Point mutations in a murine coronavirus
spike protein can result in increased virulence through
instability of the viral machinery and alter viral to cell mem-
brane fusion [24]. So both of them might have effects on vir-
ulence of the virus. The SNP-23403 encodes the SARS-CoV-
2 S protein variant D614G which increases the infectivity
[25], [26]. Furthermore, the G614 variant is more resistant to
cleavage in vitro and in human cells [27].

Age is one basic factor related to the death of COVID-19
[7], [28], and we detect SNPs significantly associated with
age by dividing patients into two groups, i.e., the young
and the old. Of the 95 collected sequences, the age informa-
tion of 75 sequences is missing so that the size of the
remained sample is 20. Since the sample size is small, only
one SNP which locates at 4321 stands out to be significant
(P � 0:05). Extra data may be needed to verify its signifi-
cance, because it is not significant after the BH correction.
Table 4 lists the top 10 SNPs.

As given in [7], gender is related to the fatality rate and
incidence rate by COVID-19. The adjusted case fatality rate
of men is three times higher than that of women. Also, the
incidence rate of males is higher than that of females.
Among the collected 95 sequences, there are 20 sequences

containing information about gender. We conducted single
locus analysis about gender and no significant SNP was
detected (P � 0:05). Still, we list the top 10 SNPs in Table 5
for future reference.

It might be attributed to two reasons. First, most sequen-
ces (75 out of 95) have missing value on gender. Second,
sequence diversity of SARS-COV-2 is not associated with
gender of hosts.

According to the results in Tables 2, 3, and 4, several SNPs
are significant in more than one phenotypes. As demon-
strated in the Venn plot by Fig. 2, 12 SNPs are significantly
associated with both asymptomatic status and the sample
collection time, and 5 of 12 SNPs, i.e., SNP-241, SNP-3037
and SNP-14408 not only share common mutation patterns,
but also SNP-28881 and SNP-28882. Especially, we find that
the SNP-4321 is significantly associated with three pheno-
types including symptom, collection time, and age, and it
might deserve further experimental investigation. The SNP-
4321 locates in NSP10 gene which can be translated into
nsp10 (nonstructural proteins 10) protein. The nsp7-nsp10
are crucial cofactors of replicative enzymes and contribute to
the emerging nsp interactome [29]. Furthermore, the nsp10
works as part of the coronavirus cappingmachinery [29].

3.2 Patterns of Mutations at the 70 SNPs Over the
Sample Collection Time

The virus would evolve over time, and it is important to
study the patterns of mutation frequencies at the 70 SNPs
over the sample collection time. We calculate the numbers
of mutations occurred at the 70 SNPs, and visualize the
dynamic patterns of the average number of mutations along
with the collection time in Fig. 3.

TABLE 3
Results of Single Locus Analysis Before and After 2020/2/16

SNP ID Position Minor Major P PBH

SNP-241 241 T C 3.33E-12 2.33E-10
SNP-3037 3037 T C 3.33E-12 1.17E-10
SNP-14408 14408 T C 3.33E-12 7.77E-11
SNP-23403 23403 G A 3.33E-12 5.83E-11
SNP-28881 28881 A G 1.90E-07 2.66E-06
SNP-28882 28882 A G 1.90E-07 2.22E-06
SNP-28883 28883 C G 1.90E-07 1.90E-06
SNP-11083 11083 G T 6.71E-05 5.87E-04
SNP-18877 18877 T C 6.96E-04 5.41E-03
SNP-25563 25563 T G 6.96E-04 4.87E-03
SNP-2662 2662 T C 5.60E-03 3.56E-02
SNP-28144 28144 C T 5.60E-03 3.27E-02
SNP-29095 29095 T C 5.60E-03 3.02E-02
SNP-23248 23248 T C 9.38E-03 4.69E-02
SNP-4321 4321 T C 3.49E-02 1.63E-01
SNP-5845 5845 T A 3.49E-02 1.53E-01

TABLE 4
Top 10 SNPs of Single Locus Analysis Between

the Young and the Old

SNP ID Position Minor Major P PBH

SNP-4321 4321 T C 0.01977 1.00E+00
SNP-3025 3025 T G 0.1087 1.00E+00
SNP-11083 11083 G T 0.1087 1.00E+00
SNP-26642 26642 T C 0.1087 1.00E+00
SNP-29229 29229 A G 0.1087 1.00E+00
SNP-29635 29635 T C 0.1087 1.00E+00
SNP-11557 11557 T G 0.1894 1.00E+00
SNP-15324 15324 T C 0.1894 1.00E+00
SNP-25810 25810 G C 0.1894 1.00E+00
SNP-29303 29303 T C 0.1894 1.00E+00

TABLE 5
Top 10 SNPs of Single Locus Analysis Between

the Male and the Female

SNP ID Position Minor Major x2 P

SNP-3025 3025 T G 1.134 0.287
SNP-11083 11083 G T 1.134 0.287
SNP-11557 11557 T G 1.134 0.287
SNP-15324 15324 T C 1.134 0.287
SNP-25810 25810 G C 1.134 0.287
SNP-26642 26642 T C 1.134 0.287
SNP-29229 29229 A G 1.134 0.287
SNP-29303 29303 T C 1.134 0.287
SNP-29635 29635 T C 1.134 0.287
SNP-241 241 T C 0.4396 0.5073

Fig. 2. The Venn plot of significant SNPs associated with asymptomatic
status and sample collection time.
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It can be observed that the average number of mutations
first decreases to zero in Feb. 01, 2020, stays at a low level,
and then increases to a level higher than ever before from
Mar. 09, 2020. Such sudden growth deserves further investi-
gation on the COVID-19 pandemic at that time.

Furthermore, we show the cumulative numbers of muta-
tions at SNPs over the sample collection time by a heatmap
in Fig. 4.

Only the SNPs with more than one mutation are shown,
and the SNPs are sorted in descending order according to
their accumulative number of mutations. The SNP-11083
has the most number of mutations, while the cumulative
distributions of mutations at SNP-241, SNP-3037, SNP-
14408 and SNP-23403, are the same and equal to 17 finally.
The SNP-29635 obtains 14 mutations on Feb. 17, 2020 and
stays at the same level after that time. On February 10, 2020,
the first two patients denoted by EPI_ISL_412968 and EPI_-
ISL_412969 obtained one mutation on SNP-29635, respec-
tively. Then, on February 15, 2020, one symptomatic patient
(EPI_ISL_416569) of the 19 collected samples was found to
have one mutation on SNP-29635. On February 16, 2020, 5
out of 21 samples have mutations on SNP-29635 and all of
five are asymptomatic patients. On February 17, 2020, 6
asymptomatic patients were found to have mutations. Alto-
gether, it could be noticed that the patients with mutations
for SNP-29635 are mostly asymptomatic. The SNP-28881,
SNP-28882 and SNP-28883 do not have any mutations until

Mar. 12, 2020 and accumulate mutations to 10 in the same
way.

3.3 Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis

In this section, the correlation of 70 SNPs is shown in Fig. 5.
The SNP-4321 has a weak correlation with other SNPs

(R2 � 0:38), which indicates that it is an independent locus
associated with asymptomatic status, collection time and
age. There is strong correlation between SNP-8782 and other
three SNPs including SNP-2662, SNP-28144, SNP-29095
(R2 ¼ 0:79). It is not a surprise to see that the correlation
coefficients of SNPs which share the same patterns of accu-
mulative number of mutations are equal to one. They are
(SNP-241, SNP-3037, SNP-14408, SNP-23403), (SNP-28881,
SNP-28882, SNP-28883), (SNP-254, SNP-22104), (SNP-973,
SNP-9141, SNP-26062), (SNP-2662, SNP-28144, SNP-29095),
(SNP-3025, SNP-26642), (SNP-4201, SNP-25000, SNP-25244),
(SNP-8004, SNP-21917), (SNP-8139, SNP-26211), (SNP-8323,
SNP-25658), (SNP-9141, SNP-26062), (SNP-11310, SNP-
24819, SNP-29674), (SNP-12964, SNP-29324), (SNP-15324,
SNP-25810, SNP-29303), (SNP-18877, SNP-25563), (SNP-
20762, SNP-24797, SNP-29463), (SNP-21575, SNP-29592).
Among them, the distance between SNP-2662 and SNP-
29095 is equal to 26,433 bp while the length of SARS-COV-2
virus is 29,903.

In order to figure out whether these highly correlated
and similar patterns of mutations are involved in symptom-
atic or asymptomatic patients, correlation coefficients of
them were also calculated for the two populations. On the
one hand, the (SNP-214, SNP-3037, SNP-14408, SNP-23403),
(SNP-3025, SNP-26642), (SNP-18877, SNP-25563) and (SNP-
28881, SNP-28882, SNP-28883) are involved in symptomatic
infection in patients. On the other hand, the (SNP-254, SNP-
22104), (SNP-2662, SNP-28144, SNP-29095), (SNP-4201,
SNP-25000, SNP-25244), (SNP-8004, SNP-21917), (SNP-8139,
SNP-26211), (SNP-8323, SNP-25658), (SNP-11310, SNP-
24819, SNP-29674), (SNP-12964, SNP-29324), (SNP-20762,
SNP-24797, SNP-29463) and (SNP-21575, SNP-29592) are
involved in asymptomatic patients.

Fig. 3. The mean of the times of mutations at 70 SNPs over time.

Fig. 4. The cumulative number of mutations over time.
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3.4 Joint-SNPs Analysis

As shown by Fig. 6, the majority of 70 SNPs are rare variants
with Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) � 0:05.

Interesting rare variants have difficulty in being detected
by single-locus analysis owing to the insufficient sample
size. Instead, the joint-SNPs analysis combines SNPs
which locate in same unit (e.g., gene, exon and so on) as
one computation unit, resulting in higher detection power
[30]. Here, we combine multiple SNPs in same genes, and
conduct the joint-SNPs analysis by S-BBT under four
kinds of phenotypes. The P values calculated by S-BBT
and corresponding BH-adjusted P values were given in
Table 6.

It can be observed that the gene orf1ab containing SNP-
4321 is detected to be associated with three phenotypes, i.e.,
asymptomatic status, collection time, and gender. In consid-
ering BH-adjusted P values of orf1ab, it can be detected in
two phenotypes including symptom and collection time
while it cannot be detected in collection time by single locus
analysis. The gene orf1ab encodes 16 nonstructural proteins
(Nsps) which promote cellular mRNA degradation and
block host cell translation [31]. It can also be noticed that
three genes, i.e., S, ORF3a and N, achieved significant P val-
ues in considering of different levels of symptom and collec-
tion time. It should be noted that the spike (S) protein
encoded by S gene is responsible for the distinctive spike

Fig. 5. LD plot for 70 SNPs. Correlation coefficient R2 of any two of 70 SNPs are shown and the values equals R2 times 100.

Fig. 6. The minor allele frequency of 70 SNPs.
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structure on the surface of SARS-COV-2 [31]. The S gene is
the most variable region of the genome [32]. Moreover, the
ORF3a protein is a hypothetical protein which is similar to
SARS3a protein in SARS-COV and it plays an important
role in mediating immune evasion and favoring viral
spread [33]. Gene N can be translated into nucleocapsid
protein (N) which can cause inflammation of the lungs in
SARS-COV [34]. The 5’ UTR region with the SNP-241 is sig-
nificant in considering of symptom and collection time.

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented an investigation on pheno-
type-related mutations of SARS-COV-2 via not only single-
locus analysis but also joint-SNPs analysis to improve the
statistical detection power. Four phenotypes were consid-
ered, including asymptomatic status, sample collection time,
age, and gender. We have used 95 public virus genome
sequences collected from hosts in Japan, and called 70 SNPs
when comparing to the reference genome. Through the SNP
analysis, we find 23 SNPs that are significantly associated
with the asymptomatic status which is one of major difficult
factors to control the spread of COVID-19. Also, there are 16
SNPs significantly associated with sample collection time,
and one SNP is associated with age. No significant SNPs can
be detected related to gender. Indicated by linkage disequi-
librium analysis, the SNP-4321 is an independent SNP asso-
ciated with all three phenotypes, and gene orf1ab, which
contains SNP-4321 and promotes celluarmRNAdegradation
and blocks host cell translation, can be further detected by
joint-SNPs analysis. Three genes, S, ORF3a, andN, are found
to be associated with the asymtomatic status and the sample
collection time. Literature evidences suggest that the three
genes are related to SARS-COV-2, indicating that our analy-
sis is reliable and may provide helpful candidate SNPs or
genes for future experimental study on COVID-19. Our
study on phenotype-related mutations for COVID-19 is just
a beginning, and further investigations can be considered in
the future. First, we only collect 101 samples for reducing the
impact of ethnic group on calculated results. It is expected
that the calculated results would be more reliable when
more samples are available. Second, only four phenotypes
are considered in this study and we consider more pheno-
types for better understanding of the pathogenicity of SARS-

COV-2. Finally, multiple omics data can be integrated for
reliable results.
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